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Section A 
 
Q.1) a) Power, authority and legitimacy 
 

Power is central to the understanding of politics and has been defined in various ways. 
Robert Dahl defines power as follows: 
“A has power over B to the extent that A can get B to do something which B would not otherwise do.”  
According to this definition 

1) Power is an attribute of an individual  
2) Power is domination over others. 

Thomas Hobbes interpreted power as the ability of an agent to affect the behavior of a ‘Patient’. This 
is similar to the idea of physical or mechanical power. 
Talcott Parsons provided a conception of power as analogue of money in the economic system. 
Money brings the capacity to secure goods and services and power brings the capacity to secure 
performance of political obligation. 
Steven Luke’s while acknowledging the futility of the attempt for an all settled and agreed definition 
of power provided a three-dimensional view of power in ‘Power: A Radical View’. 
Three faces of power according to Luke’s  
Power as- 

1) Ability to influence decision making. 
2) Capacity to shape political agenda and thus prevent  
3) To control people’s thoughts by manipulation. 

 
Authority and legitimacy: 
While power is defined as the ability to influence the behavior of the other authority can be 
understood as the right to do so. (Andrew Heywood). 
Compliance through power is by coercion or persuasion, while in authority. It is through moral 
obligation on the port of ruled to obey. 
All moral character about authority if is less important that authority is obeyed than. If should be 
obeyed. 
 
The relation between power and authority is expressed in max webers approach-where authority is 
‘legitimate power’ power cloaked in legitimacy. 
This view is clear in the case of a government which is obeyed by people, as in absence of willing 
compliance order can be established only by tear or intimidation. 
Weber distinguishes three kinds of authority. 

1) Rational legal 
2) Traditional 
3) Charismatic 

 
According to weber the dominant form of authority in modern nation states is rational legal. 
Legitimacy transforms naked power into rightful authority. Although legitimacy and authority are 
closely related but people are said to have authority while systems are described as legitimate. 
(Andrew Heywood) 
 
b) Multi-cultural perspective on human rights. 
 

Answer:  
Most central and practical dilemma of contemporary times according to multiculturalists- problem of 
reconciliation of the aspirations to political equality with the fact of social and cultural diversities. 
Key thesis of multi-culturalist ‘diversity within unity’ 
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Multi-culturalism, like post-modernism, has questioned universality. It challenged the idea of 
universal citizenship) equal concerns and respect for all) in liberal democratic state. According to 
them, it is different blindness. 
 
Perspective on Rights  
Certain groups are unfairly disadvantaged in cultural market place, so provide special rights to 
minorities or groups specific to minorities or group specific rights e.g., guaranteed representation, 
territorial autonomy, veto power etc. 
Multicultural is Favour politics of recognition’, that involves endorsement and even celebration of 
cultural differences providing marginalized sections to reclaim an authentic sense of their cultural 
identity. 
Multiculturalism advanced with increasing willingness to recognize. 
‘Minority Rights’ 
Three kinds of minority rights according to Will Kymlicka 

1) Self-government rights 
2) Poly-ethnic rights 
3) Special representation rights. 

Bhikhu Parekh in ‘Rethinking multi-culturalism’ held that all cultures represent a port of human 
nature and all cultures are needed to express human nature completely. 
Feminists raised concern about multicultural perspective as most of the cultures, according to them, 
permit patriarchy. Minority rights and politics of recognition may serve to preserve and legitimize 
patriarchal systems. 
Amartya Sen criticized multi-culturalism by calling it a ‘solitaristic theory’. Sen argued that this 
conception that human identities are formed by membership of single social group leads to 
miniaturization of humanity. 
 
c) De- alienation and new- Leftism 
 

Answer: 
New- Leftism attacked conventional forms of socialism which failed to provide worthwhile 
alternative to capitalism. 
New-Left ideas are also inspired by post-Modernism which refers to change in economic priorities 
away from material concerns to ‘Quality of life’ Issues. 
According to David Held, ‘The extent to which individuals are free in contemporary liberal 
democracies is questioned by New – Left Theorists, to enjoy liberty not only to enjoy equality before 
law, but also to have capacities (the material and cultural resources) to be able to choose between 
different courses of action’. 
The list of leading new, left political philosophers include. Herbert Marcuse (One- Dimensional Man), 
Jurgen Habermas, Carole Pateman, Nicos Poulantzas, Marxism of new left is inspired by ‘Young 
Marx', his sociological research contained in his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts or Paris 
Manuscripts (1844). 
New Leftists dwell upon the Marxism idea of ‘alienation’ and strive for a passage of human life from 
‘Kingdom of necessity’ to the ‘Kingdom of happiness’. 
Herbert Marcuse in “Eros and Civilization” argues that ‘Men do not live their own lives, but perform 
pre- established functions. While they work, they do not fulfil their own needs and faculties, but work 
in alienation’. 
In his other work - ‘One - Dimensional Man’, Marcuse refutes the thesis of Marx in his ‘Capital’ and 
insists on understanding the reality of present Industrial Society where ‘The Scope of Society’s 
domination over the individual is immeasurably greater than ever before’. 
According to the New- Leftists Communist System is not a solution to the problem of alienation. 
New- leftists thinkers oppose and reject Stalinist version of Marxism and also the Mechanist Picture 
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of Orthodox Marxism Where a Centralized, Undemocratic and Revolutionary Party is preferred to 
create an egalitarian society. 
New Leftists abandoned the Marxism completely on one instance where they refute the theory of 
class war and propose a doctrine of huge poor backward, Underprivileged, Exploited and Oppressed 
class what they call by the name of ‘Lumpen Proletariat’. In this process they discover ‘New 
Proletariat’ 
However, the ideas of New-leftists are diffused and sometimes contradictory, for example- What 
Marcuse says is contradicted by Kolkowski. 
Although incoherent in its ideas and philosophical position, New – Left offered a broad ideological 
framework, Which in 1960’s supported student radicalism, Anti-Vietnam war protest and the rise of 
new social movements such as feminism and ecologism.  
 
d) Overdeveloped state. 
 

Hamza Alavi developed a theory of over developed state with a military bureaucratic complex 
dwarfing all other aspects of society. This state is based on a collaborative relation between landed 
elites and business class. Alavi criticises Miliband’s institutionally focused analysis of advanced 
capitalism. 
 
In his essay ‘the state in post-colonial societies: Pakistan and Bangladesh’ (1972), Alavi posited that 
postcolonial state was over developed as it has been a foreign construct and is more powerful in 
comparison to the indigenous bourgeois class and agrarian classes which are underdeveloped. In 
postcolonial societies the indigenous bourgeois is weaker and underdeveloped so it will not be able to 
gain dominance over the relatively highly developed colonial state through which metropolitan 
bourgeois had exercised control. Thus, the state remains relatively autonomous and mediates 
between the interests of three propertied classes- the indigenous bourgeois, metropolitan 
bourgeois and landed class. This relatively autonomous role of state apparatus is significant for 
metropolitan bourgeois as it is able to pursue its class interests in post-colonial societies.  
 
However, Alavi’s description has been criticized in recent times. It is claimed that there has been 
the emergence of new institutional actors for example - judiciary media and parliament, emergence 
of Taliban and other terrorist groups.  
 
e) Participative and deliberative democracy. 
 

It is the closest approximation to direct democracy. Originally democracy has been understood only 
in participatory form.  
For e.g.: Aristotle’s polity was based on active participation of citizens Aristotle favored the 
participation because people deliberating on certain issue collectively are likely to reach to a better 
decision than a philosopher deciding alone. 
For Rousseau, Participation is the only way, through which we can understand general will Hannah 
Arendt is also supporter of participation. 
 
Gandhi’s idea of GRAM SWARAJ and his idea of power which is referred as concept of OCEANIC 
CIRCLES, idea of SARVODAYA are all based on participation. 
Several scholars have been favouring participatory democracy which is referred to as radical 
democracy. they include Jurgen Habermas, Chantel Mouffe, Ernesto Laclou, Nancy Fraser, Seyla 
Benhabib. These scholars claim that the only basis of any political party to be a legitimate party is that 
it should be the result of active participation by the people, in “ideal speech situation “(Habermas). 
This situation will include that everyone was freedom to speak and the strength of argument will be 
basis for its acceptance. 
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Deliberative Democracy 
Deliberative/Discursive democracy is where DELIBERATION is central to the decision-making. It is a 
field of political enquiry that is concerned with improving the collective decision-making. 
Aristotle: Democracy is already deliberation. 
At the most fundamental level, deliberative democracy affirms the need to justify decisions made by 
citizens and representatives. 
In contemporary times, early influence for deliberative democracy came from Jhon Rawls and 
Habermas. 
Rawls advocated the public use of REASON in securing framework of just political society. 
Habermas claimed that fair procedures” and “clear communication” can produce legitimate and 
consensual decisions of citizens. 
Characteristic of Deliberative Democracy 

1. Fiskin’s Model (ISDCE) 
 Information 

Accurate and relevant date is available to all citizens. 
 Substantive Balance 

Different positions are compared based on their evidence. 
 Diversity 

All major positions relevant to matter at hand and held by public are considered. 
 Conscientiousness 

Participants clearly weigh all the arguments. 
 Equal consideration 

Views are weighed on evidences and not on basis who supports them. 
2. Joshua Cohen 

He gave five features of deliberative democracy. 
 An ongoing independent association with expected continuation [Independent + Perpetual] 
 The citizens in the democratic structure organize their institutions in such a way that 

deliberation is the deciding factor in the creation of institutions and those institutions 
themselves allow deliberation to continue. 

 Commitment and respect for pluralism of values and aims. 
 Citizens consider deliberative procedure as a source of legitimacy 
 Each member recognizes and respects other members deliberative capacity 

 
Challenges 
Many theorists argue that if only certain modes of expression, forms of argument and cultural styles 
are publicly acceptable then the voices of certain citizens would be excluded. Deliberation assumes 
capacity of the citizens to be reasonable and also that they should cooperate, unify and shape their 
views based on national debates. 
This might be more than what humans are capable of either because of human nature or because of 
social inequalities and biases. 
Social conditions such as structural inequalities, complexities, different political inclinations and 
ideologies are also the reasons why some theorists are skeptical of viability of deliberative democracy. 
 
Why deliberative democracy better than aggregate democracy? 
In deliberative democracy, the reasons that citizens and their representatives provide for their 
preferences are very important. It asks for justification while in Aggregative Democracy preferences 
are accepted as given and require no justification for the preferences themselves. 
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Q.2 a) Discuss the reasons behind the importance of distinction between sex and gender in 
feminist conception. of reality. Are differences within feminism more pronounced than 
similarities. 
 
 Simone de Beauvoir famously said that Women are not born, they are made thus kickstarting the 

tradition of distinction between Sex and gender.   
 Gender is thus defined as a social construction while Sex is seen as a natural and biological fact. 

The gender lore is ever present in our life through conversations, humour and conflict. It is thus 
used to explain everything from food preferences to driving styles. West and Zimmerman simplify 
Gender as something that we are not born with, not something we have, but something we do 
and something we perform.  

 Sex is a biological categorization based primarily on reproductive potential, whereas gender is the 
social elaboration of biological sex. 

 Actual differences between males and females tend to be scalar rather than dichotomous, with 
many women and men occupying the same positions on the scale.  

 Gender builds on biological sex, but it exaggerates biological difference, and it carries biological 
difference into domains in which it is completely irrelevant. There is no biological reason, for 
example, why women should mince and men should swagger, or why women should have red 
toenails and men should not. 

 The distinction is very important because in a gendered society, the society prefers one sex over 
the other. In this, women end up on the losing side and suffer. Feminists believer that the minor 
sexual distinctions between men and women do not justify the gender distinctions. Hence, as 
Kate Millet argues, patriarchy tries to blur the distinction between gender and sex. However, 
human nature is thought to be androgynous since they inherit genes from both the father and 
mother embodying both male and female traits. This should not lead to any political, social or 
economic significance. 

 Gender also interacts with other identities and hierarchies creating intersectional inequalities like 
racialised sexism and sexualised racism. 

 Thus, feminists aim for a genderless personhood to prevent gender from hijacking the potential of 
women 

 
Differences and similarities within feminism: 
 Feminism is considered a meta ideology with a lot of internal debate on its aims and means. Taken 

as a whole,  feminism is both an intellectual commitment and a political movement that seeks 
justice for women and the end of sexism in all forms. 

 The first wave of feminism threw up liberalist and socialist schools of feminism which focused on 
civil, political rights and social, economic rights respectively. Elizabeth Cady Stanton in her 
Declaration of Sentiments at the Seneca falls convention summed up the liberalist school while 
Engels and Lenin underlined the Socialist school. 

 The second wave or Radical feminism saw both liberalist and socialist schools as masculinist 
discourses with a mechanical adoption of masculinist theories on feminine issues. They tried to 
do away with the strict distinction between Personal and political (Carole Hanisch and Cynthia 
Enloe) and saw the state as complicit in aiding the patriarchal nature of the society. To remedy 
this, Iris Marion Young called for differentiated citizenship while Kate Millet called for sexual 
politics 

 The third wave arose on the idea that Radical feminism lost relevance leading to backlash against 
feminism and negative stereotypes against career women as enunciated by Susan Faludi.  

 Fourth wave of feminism sees gender as a performative term (Jerald Butler). It denotes that there 
is no single method of defining women or no single method of dealing with the problems of 
women. 
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 Despite the differences, the constant search for gender equality and alleviation of the injustices 
faced by women form the constant refrain of multiple generations of feminists. All these 
approaches share a set of feminist commitments and an overarching criticism of institutions, 
presuppositions, and practices that have historically favoured men over women. 

 Despite the variety of different approaches, styles, societies, and orientations, feminist 
philosophers’ commonalities are greater than their differences. All these differences add to a 
larger conversation about the impact of culture and society on bodies, experience, and pathways 
for change 

 
b) Examine the nature of post – colonial states with reference to different analytical perspectives.  
 
Term applied to the new nation‐states that emerged out of the process of decolonization in the post‐
Second World War period. Another term sometimes used is the ‘developmental state’. 
The post‐colonial state has exhibited many features of the colonial state in its political formation. The 
British parliamentary model, for example, has been adopted by many ex‐British colonies like India. 
Postcolonial theory attempts to focus on the oppression of those who were ruled under colonization. 
Post-colonial theorist believe that the colonizers imposed their own values onto those colonized so 
that they were internalized. The theory is based on the notions of otherness and resistance. 
The post‐colonial state has been characterized in two different ways—in terms of its political and 
economic agenda, and in terms of its ‘infrastructural capacity'. 
The post‐colonial state has been characterized as ‘strong’ or 'weak’ on the basis of its capacity to 
implement political decisions. 
Different analytical perspective 
The State in Post-Colonial Societies: Tanzania by John S. Saul argues while colonization played a 
role in nationalism in Tanzania, strong national identity is majorly a result of deliberate post-colonial 
nation building 
 
POSTCOLONIAL STATE : AN OVERVIEW by V. Biju Kumar argues that the fissiparous tendencies like 
Mandal, Mandir and Market gave a new dimension to the nature of postcolonial state in India. 
The emergence of identity politics and Hindu nationalist politics in the aftermath of market reforms 
diverted the ideology and philosophy of postcolonial state in India. 
Further, Edward Soja’s book Thirdspace explores its perspectives and introduced space in the 
contexts of postcolonial studies. 
John Bellamy Foster in his book Naked Imperialism claimed that “Post colonialism has revealed 
colonialism and imperialism as producing hybridized cultures through the cultural apparatus of 
education, religion, literature and the law” 
Pranab Bardhan argues that the post-colonial Indian state is an autonomous actor playing a far more 
important role in shaping and moulding class power than vice versa 
Ziemann and Lanzendorfer refer to the central role of bureaucracy in the determination of policy in 
the post-colonial states.  
According to Alavi and John Saul, factor that underlines the crucial significance of the state in post-
colonial societies is the particular ideological function of the state. 
Hamza Alavi in his  relative autonomy thesis argued that the post-colonial state dispenses with the 
mediation of politics because the state is ‘over-developed’, a superstructure capable of dominating all 
indigenous social forces. 
The base of the post-colonial state apparatus lies in the classes existing in the colonial era.  
The running argument in the neo-Marxist literature on the nature of the postcolonial state has been 
that the state enjoys autonomy mainly due to the weak indigenous propertied classes. 
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For the neo-Marxists, decolonization brought no substantive change to the economy of post-
colonial states and the indirect political dominance of the metropolitan bourgeoisie from the former 
imperial countries has continued unabated 
The liberal perspective, viewed the post-colonial state as playing a central role as modernising state. 
Being led by the western educated, modern political elite, they were entrusted with the task of 
following the growth trajectory of the developed western countries.  
However,Clive Barnett in “Post Colonialism: Powers of Representation”emphasizes that “each 
writer emphasized that colonialism was more than economic exploitation and political subordination 
that involved itself in the exercise of cultural power over subordinated populations” 
What these writers share in common was that they understood “culture to be an instrument of 
domination, then regaining control over the means of collective self-definition was regarded as an 
important strategy in the political struggle for emancipation” (Barnett 164).  
 
THE MODERNIZATION PERSPECTIVE:DEVELOPING STATES  According to these theories, the 
political elites in post-colonial states had the enormous task of achieving modernisation by using 
state as an instrument of change. 
They believed that the political elite in post-colonial states were capable of rising over and above the 
sectional interest. 
For the dependency theorists, the underdevelopment of the post-colonial states was a product of the 
encounter between the capitalist West and the colonised people of Asia, Africa and Latin America 
As Atul Kohli and Vivienne Shue  have pointed out, the dependency theorists differed from the 
modernisation/political development theorists and found them ahistorical and excessively formal. 
Some postcolonial novelists like Monica Ali, Kiran Desai, Mohsin Hamid, and H.M. Naqvi who mark a 
shift from the conventional diasporic writers by incorporating in their writing the complexity of 
identity formation of immigrants after the 9/11 attacks. 
Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978)- it helped to construct entire new fields of study such as 
postcolonial theory. 
He exposes how colonizers did so by using a lens called “Orientalism” through which they disfigured 
the actual reality about the places as well as the people and represented them as strange and 
threatening.  
 
Gayatri Chakravorthy Spivak’s “Can the Subaltern Speak?” (1983) 
This essay perhaps best demonstrates her concern for the underlying principle and a thoughtful 
process whereby postcolonial studies ironically practice neo-colonial essentials or strategies of 
political domination, economic exploitation and cultural erasure. 
 
Feminist Analyses of the Postcolonial State: 
Shirin Rai is mainly concerns the extent to which the state contributes for social change with the 
intention to increase gender equality. 
However,Under globalization, the post‐colonial state is facing new challenges. On the one hand, it 
has been argued that all states are ‘hollowing out’ and losing their pre‐eminent position on the 
political landscape, while on the other, states are seen as repositioning themselves to take 
advantage of globalization.  
Post‐colonial states have, in this context, also been called ‘competition states’—competing to attract 
global capital.  
It has also been suggested that these states are facing a new form of imperialism—economic 
imperialism—as they ‘race to the bottom’ and become increasingly vulnerable and dependent upon 
global capitalism. 
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Conclusion: 
Postcolonial theory thus needs to reconsider its view of postcolonialism to include the contemporary 
forms of occupational colonialism that Edward Said, in Orientalism, calls the neocolonialism and neo 
imperialism of globalizing agents, such as the IMF and World Bank. 
This will require postcolonial theory to address the contemporaneity of racial and social justice 
movements like Black Lives Matter, and to reconsider what Lazarus calls the struggle-based model 
of politics. 
Equally importantly, postcolonial theory must redirect its geographical attention to places it has long 
ignored, like the Middle East and Latin America, where its intellectual roots germinated, bolstered 
especially by such seminal thinkers as Albert Memmi, Frantz Fanon, and Edward Said. 
 
c) How does liberalism accommodate diversity? Also compare the liberal and multi-cultural 
perspectives on toleration. 
 
Relevance of these topics: 
Diversity issues are not new to liberalism, but its significance has increased many times more, in the 
age of globalization. 
That diversity has been one of the concerns of liberalism from the very beginning. The liberal idea of 
freedom is in context of religious for which was going on in Europe. 
liberal idea of management of religious diversity first appeared in the works of John Locke who wrote 
essay on toleration. 
 
What Locke has proposed 
state should follow the policy of toleration which also meant the policy of indifference which means 
religious neutrality: - no discrimination among citizens on the ground of religion it also implies 
neutrality (religious and value). 
Example: The European union's response to the refugee crisis raised a question. 
 
Meaning of toleration: 
This deliberate exercise of self-restraint toleration is about the values on acts with which we 
completely disagree rather we find them unaccepted troublesome. Toleration is not about those 
things towards which we are indifferent or we may not prefer but we don't have a problem. 
Toleration is negative appraisal but refusal to use power. It acknowledges the right to dissent. 
 
Liberal idea of toleration views of John Locke: 
letter concerning toleration indifference by state no discrimination on the grounds of religious policy 
of neutrality and interference 
“In religion there is no business of state, because no one can trust the magistrate when it comes to 
the matter of salvation of the soul” - John Locke.  
“People are not harmed by other people's religious beliefs and practices”- John Locke. 
Besides Spinoza, Voltaire and Immanuel Kant also wrote toleration and dissent. 
 
J.S Mill: 
“Individual has right to act in his deepest beliefs in the matters that do not harm others. Individuals 
have to be protected from legal and political coercion, tyranny of majority”. 
 
Rawls’s: 
Toleration is a product of two agreements –  
1.) Reasonable agreement even when people have different comprehensive doctrines. Yet reasonable 
people may develop overlapping consensus on political life. it means keeping their religious and 
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philosophical differences aside, they agree on a political system based on values of liberalism (liberty, 
individual-autonomy, democracy). 
This results in the concept of “universal citizenship”  
2) Reasonability: 
Reasonable people are willing to cooperate with each other on terms which all of them consider fair.  
Thus, Rawls’s theory also results in value neutrality. Value neutrality is indirectly considering 
supremacy of liberal values. 
Isaiah Berlin questions value neutrality he disagrees that there is any common denominator. There 
are many such values which are incommensurable. 
What Challenges Liberalism faces today? 

 Liberal Societies now have to meet diversities of Multiple types and not just, religious 
diversity. 

 Because of globalization, the consciousness of culture and identity has increased. 
 The Conception and Understanding of freedom and its various dimensions are being 

recognized. 
There is an assertion by minorities towards the recognition of their rights. 
Liberal values are coming under challenge from fundamentalism priority because of orthodoxy of 
liberalism. 
Liberalism is facing Philosophical Challenges. 
Communitarians have proved liberal conception of Man as an “Abstract Individual” wrong. For 
example, Charles Taylor gives the concept of “Situated Self”. 
Post- Modernists have challenged the liberal claims about universalism and ultimate values. For them 
liberalism is a regime of truth or Meta narrative. 
Radical Feminists demand recognition of personal is political and the concept of differentiated 
citizenship. 
The Strongest challenge to liberal theory of citizenship and toleration comes from Multiculturalism. 
 
What is the concern of multi-Culturalists? 
They are influenced by communitarians and cultural relativists. 
Multiculturalism is an attempt to address diversity in a more inclusive sense. They want to make the 
concept of citizenship, justice, rights, freedom and democracy richer. 
 
Difference between multiculturalism and value pluralism: 
Later concerns with respecting different values 
Example: liberty and equality socialism and liberalism 
It is recognition of different social and political rights. 
Multiculturalism is not just coexistence but acknowledgement of different cultures. 
Multicultural societies are where different cultures can live with dignity. It is against monoculturalism 
in statehood and universal citizenship concept. 
Monoculturalism- the original European nations have been based on homogeneous culture press 
concept 
In the USA the policy of assimilation has been followed, which is understood as a melting pot. 
Multiculturalists reject homogenization and assimilation: they prefer Salad Bowl concept or majestic 
Mosaic . 
They are for differentiated citizenship and necessity of recognition of group rights along with 
individual rights. 
What type of rights are generally demanded: 

 special linguistic rights  
 Exemptions with respect to dresses , holidays. 

There is a debate on deciding the limits of toleration. 
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According to Bhikhu Parekh universal values governing our life should not be based on the values of a 
particular culture or religion but it should be the outcome of dialogue between civilization and 
cultures. He is optimistic that some common values will emerge. 
Roman value to begin with can be recognition of human dignity within multiculturalism we see two 
traditions. 

 Liberal multiculturalism 
 Post-colonial multiculturalism 

Liberal multiculturalism: 
Will Kymlicka 
“Multicultural citizenship” 
His idea is based on liberal egalitarianism. He gives three set of rights. 

 cultural rights 
 Special representation 
 Self-governance 

Kymlicka suggests compensation only to national minorities and not for immigrants and refugees. 
What is Kymlicka’s logic of not giving rights to immigrant? 
it should compensate only for such inequalities which are not by choice 
National minorities come under this category. 
Immigrants represent chosen inequality so they should accept the majority culture 
In the case of refugees, the post government cannot be morally forced to bear the burden of their 
original state. 
 
Bhikhu Parekh (Book: 'Rethinking Multiculturalism’) views postcolonial perspective does not accept 
the view that different policy should be followed for immigrants and refugees. 
All groups deserve equal protection because human dignity is a fundamental value First off 
He suggests dialogue between civilizations and other scholars supporting multicultural citizenship 
including Neera Chandhoke, Charles Taylor, Gurpreet Mahajan. 
Constitution of Canada in 1982 has acknowledged the principle of multiculturalism. 
Austria, Sweden, Denmark and Netherland have also acknowledged it in their public policy 
 
Issues: 
The issue of vulnerable and internal minorities. There can be groups within e.g., woman. 
Diversion from redistributive justice 
Brain Barry.It distracts the struggle for economic justice for league freedoms. 
It cripples the ability of culture to adopt- Seyla Ben Habib 
It stops the emergence of cosmopolitanism - Kukatsach 
It should not pursue cultural integration –Murphy 
 
 
Q.3) a) Rawls’s lifelong project has been to present a theory of justice that works out a reasonable 
and practical philosophical conception for a just constitutional democratic society, a concept that 
at the same time, provides a reasonably systematic alternative to utilitarianism’ (P.B. Lehning). 
Comment. 
 
Justice is an architectonic and fundamental principle. It is widely believed that Justice is the concept 
around which entire western political philosophy revolves whose forerunner is Plato. 
John Rawls is considered a pioneer for the revival of political theory which was in decline under the 
influence of behavioralism and he is known as one of the greatest philosophers of the 20th century. 
Rawls’ theory of justice as fairness envisages an egalitarian system in which people are free and have 
equal basic rights. He aimed to find a purely procedural and universal theory of justice. He was 
influenced by Immanuel Kant’s concept of human dignity. 
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Both Plato and Rawls believe in ‘ultimate principles of justice’ which are based on rationality. Rawls’ 
approach is both Universalist as well as Rationalist. He also favoured the principles of justice based 
on moral judgements. 
Therefore he proposed the concept of ‘reflexive equilibrium’. By using this we can make our reason, 
and intuition in sync with our action, it is a type of logical reasoning. 
Rawls favours the original position where not only an individual can decide fairly about the principles 
of justice but it also eradicates vague conceptions to device principles of social justice. 
People are kept behind the veil of ignorance. The purpose is to bring people to their original position 
hence in a thought experiment it is assumed that people do not know particular facts about 
themselves. 
According to Rawls, the rational choice of people under the Veil of Ignorance would be -liberty will 
have preference over equality of opportunity which in turn will have preference over difference 
principle. 
Rawls argues that the concept of democratic equality which exists in western countries is not up to 
the mark, there is an urgent need to make it democratized, or we can also say making it pro-poor by 
introducing affirmative action policies(difference principle-social security) in favour of the least 
advantaged. 
According to Rawls, “Natural distribution is neither just nor unjust, it is the institution of society 
controlled by human beings that makes it just or unjust”. 
Rawls is against the utilitarian theory of justice which can be found in his book “A Theory of Justice". 
The very premise of justice of utilitarian theory is the greatest number as the basis of justice. 
The criteria of justice for utilitarians is the total sum of utility, happiness, and welfare it produces 
rather than the well-being, and welfare of the Society which is primarily based on Bentham's theory. 
However, Rawls believes in the concept of human dignity which has to be respected given by 
Immanuel Kant. As per Kant, every human being is not to be treated as a means to the ends of others 
but rather to be treated as an end in himself. 
According to Rawls Utilitarianism violates liberal egalitarian moral principles as they justify justifies 
sacrificing the good of the few for the majority which Rawls wanted to correct by bringing in the 
concept of social justice. 
Even Rawls’s book ‘A Theory of Justice’ which has played a key role in re-establishing interest in 
political philosophy is not free from criticism. 
Macpherson in his book “Democratic Theory: Essays in Retrieval” argued that Rawls’s theory is 
basically to protect or perpetuate a liberal democratic capitalist welfare state. 
Michale Walzer gave the communitarian theory of justice in his book “Spheres of Justice”.Walzer is 
against the concept of the universal theory of justice and argued that there is no point in looking for 
any principle of justice outside the community. 
According to Susan Moller Okin’s family should be considered as the main unit for any discussion on 
justice argued in her book, Justice, Gender and the Family. 
Rawls tried to address his critiques in his book Political Liberalism in which he accepts some of his 
earlier mistakes. He argued that his theory of justice is a liberal political concept and does not 
encompass the moral standpoint which means his theory of justice is compatible more with a liberal 
conception of justice not comprehensive as such. 
 
Conclusion 
Despite criticism, Rawls was arguably the most important political philosopher of the 20th century 
Rawls's first book, A Theory of Justice, not only defended egalitarian Liberalism rather it also 
revitalised the social-contract tradition. 
Robert Nozick, one of his critiques accepted the importance of Rawls’s theory. He further argued that 
everyone should work within the framework given by John Rawls or they should specifically explain 
the reasons for not doing so. 
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b) Examine the features of classical political theory and also elaborate on major themes of 
contemporary political theory. 
 
Political theory is a hypothesis about what constitutes "politics," which includes the science and 
philosophy of politics. According to George Sabine , “It is anything about politics or relevant to 
politics”.Brian Barry  argues that political theory attempts to “study the relation between principles 
and institutions”. 
Features of classical political theory  
Classical political theory first appeared in the writings of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle in the ancient 
Greek society, and it persisted until the early nineteenth century. 
 Its goal was to gain trustworthy knowledge about issues affecting the people.It was a philosophical 
endeavour to develop a reasonable basis for belief and a politically motivated endeavour to establish 
a logical basis for action. 
The political whole, the body politic, and the interconnected structure signifying activity, 
relationship, and belief have always been its fundamental analytical units. 
Balance, order,equilibrium, stability, and harmony were stressed by classical political 
theory.Because of this, it focused on concepts like anarchy, instability, and revolution throughout 
the process. 
Since comparative studies are important for providing a more thorough explanation of political 
phenomena and a larger range of choices, therefore, classical political theory laid stress on it. 
Classical political theory has a strong ethical foundation.Its reaction was founded on moral 
principles. For instance,Plato argued for the ideal state, whereas Aristotle supported a state that 
can accomplish the best results. 
Classical political theory demonstrated the audacity and radicalism of its theorising by projecting the 
ideal form of polity. 
 
Contemporary political theory 
The basic goals of contemporary political theory are to explain, investigate, and finally comprehend 
what has to do with politics. 
David Held highlights the following aspects of contemporary political theory as examples of its 
distinguishing characteristics- 
According to one perspective, contemporary political theory is an attempt to assess the importance 
of texts in the context of their historical development. 
Political theory was discovered as a systematic examination and classification of the meanings of the 
discipline's core forms and concepts, such as sovereignty, democracy, justice, and others, as it tried 
to revitalise the discipline as a kind of conceptual analysis. 
It was created as a methodical development of the fundamental framework of our political and moral 
actions; the analytic,disclosure, and reconstruction of the principles underpinning political value. 
It has been revitalised as an approach to debating abstract philosophical themes and specific 
political concerns. 
It has been supported as a critique of all foundationalism, whether it be defended by post-
modernists or liberals.As a result, it offers itself as a catalyst for human communication and dialogue. 
It has been developed as a method for developing systematic models that is influenced by game 
theory, rational choice theory, and theoretical economics.Its objective is to provide official models of 
political procedures. 
It has evolved into the field of political science's theoretical endeavour.As a result, it makes an effort 
to develop theories based on observation and restrained empirical generalisations. 
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Conclusion 
From its normative past to its scientific present, political theory has developed.It anticipates   
combining normativism and empiricism with history, philosophy, and science.Political theory is still 
alive and well; it is not just an illusion.Due to the fact that it is a useful activity, it has relevance.It 
provides us with a theory of action in addition to a theory of man, society, or history. 
 
c) Bring out the comparison between liberal and feminist perspectives of state. 
 
 The word State with its current meaning was first used as the word ‘Stato’ by Machiavelli in the 

early 16th century. Different approaches to defining a theory of state has led to diversity of ideas 
on origin, nature and functions of the state. 

Comparison between liberal and feminist perspectives: 
 The liberal perspective was spearheaded by political philosophers such as Locke, Bentham, JS 

Mill etc. 
 On Origin of state: 

o The liberal perspective focuses on a mechanistic origin of state arising from a social 
contract that ensures the rights of the citizens and duties of the sovereign. 

o The feminist perspective doesn’t provide an overarching theory of state or its origin. 
Catherine McKinnon even says that there’s no feminist theory of state. 

 Nature of state: 
o For liberals, the state is a means to the end of the individual. Its powers are in proportion 

to its functions. As a means of individual's ends, it is limited in its functions and powers. It 
possesses powers granted to it by the individuals. The liberal individualistic state may be 
evil; it is a necessary evil; it exists to the extent individuals want. Its powers are not 
absolute and can never be absolute in the face of individual's autonomy. 

o For feminists, the state is seen as both the patriarchal instrument of oppression as well as 
a tool for positive intervention.  

 Nature of individual: 
o For liberals, the Individual, being the judge of what is in his interest should have all the 

rights and liberties: nothing is more important than his autonomy; his rights are 
inalienable; his liberties, sacred. 

o Feminists view the role of state and society as important in shaping the role of an 
individual and his image in the society. Simone de Beauvoir argues that a baby becomes 
gendered even before its born and its preferences and interests set in the mould 
prepared by the society. 

 Vision for future: 
o Neoliberal view state wants as little state intervention as possible while social liberals 

want state intervention in ensuring equality of opportunities but with a lesser role in 
market than modern liberals. 

o Feminists like Iris Marion Young have called for differentiated citizenship and affirmative 
action while Deborah Rhode has called for strengthening feminist jurisprudence as the 
state itself is instrumental in shaping gender relations. 

 
The concept of state is so central to political science that they are seen as synonyms and the 
different perspectives show how the concepts the state have developed and how it is seen by the 
scholars. 
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Q.4) a) Discuss the intellectual roots and elements of fascism. Do you agree with the view that 
“Fascism is not a coherent ideology” 
 
Fascism has been a witness to novel interpretations. Wilhelm Reich, a neo-psycho analyst opined that 
Fascism stems from exclusive psycho-somatic impulses that remain latent in male-dominated society. 
Whereas, Liberal interpretation views Fascism to be an outcome of populist society in which norms of 
kinship, race, residence etc. split apart leading towards a shapeless mass set-up. 
It can also be considered as another form of Bonapartism or an autonomous authoritarian state led 
by a captivating leader independent of any specific class-interests or class-domination. Fascism was a 
radical movement in the backdrop of exclusion of liberalism, democracy and Marxist socialism. 
In general, Fascism cast aside political culture transmitted from Enlightenment and its subsets - 
rationalist materialism, ideas of individualism and pluralism. 
Intellectual roots of fascism 
The ideology of fascism was not a brainchild of either Hitler or Mussolini. Rather, fascist thoughts 
started to breathe through the contributions of geniuses as: 19th century writers of France, Italy; 
political thinkers namely, Theodor Fritsch, and Georges Sorel ; philosophers as Johann Gottlieb 
Fichte, Gustave Le Bon, Friedrich Nietzsche, Karl Vogt; artists and journalists as Gabriele , Richard 
Wagner, Maurice Barré’s and many others. Also, the rebellion against the revolutions of 1789, 1830, 
1848, coupled with secular liberalism and social radicalism led to the growth of many fascist ideas. 
The 18th-century Enlightenment was criticized by De Maistre for uprooting the orthodox religious 
ethos and elites and regarding public assassin as the guardian of God-fearing public. Taine expressed 
anger against the upward mobility of masses as he considered them to be below aristocrats on the 
ladder of evolution. 
 
The amalgamation of ethnic rootedness with authoritarian nationalism was done by Barres who 
believed excess of civilization caused debauchery and that abhorrence and vehemence were 
invigorating therapies. German mainstream representatives and authors as Stoecker, adorned the 
idea of ethnically untainted laborers close to earth who would one day adhere to a compelling leader. 
Ethnic Darwinist namely Vogt, hyped the survival of the fittest, reprimanded the pursuit of 
humanists to protect the racially unfit, and dismissed the notion of social equality. Treitschke 
detested democracy feminism, and socialism, rather emphasized that might made right, and admired 
warrior expansionism (“Brave peoples expand, cowardly peoples perish”). Also, the heroic vivacity of 
leading souls - uninterrupted by Christian morals or substantial humanism were praised by 
Nietzsche; similarly, Sorel addressed violence as a remedy for debauchery – which was parallelly 
praised by Mussolini himself.  
 
Elements of fascism 
High degree of nationalism, i.e., a strong feeling of patriotism towards one’s state and its individuals. 
Feelings of national and racial superiority over others. The gloomiest example being Jewish Holocaust 
caused by Nazi fascism during World War II. 
Extreme form of authoritarianism, where People are prohibited to create opposition parties, leaving 
almost no scope of free and fair elections. Authoritarian leaders are exempted from the rule of law - 
the laws aren’t applicable for them. 
Militarism, where military institutes and military power bear a substantial influence in the social 
order. 
Corporatism, wherein an administration fetches advantaged business, labor and societal sets into the 
administration straightway to take part in policy invention and execution. 
Fascists longed for a radical institutional revolution and organized public under the umbrella of 
Organic Nationalism which places harmonious collectivity of nation on a higher pedestal than all 
other methods of human-identification. 
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Resentment towards both liberalism and Marxism. 
Fascism is not a coherent ideology  
“Fascism was never a coherent ideology, though complex and grievous it was for the people who 
actually experienced its power,” says Dr Anne Wingenter, Professor of History and Women’s 
Studies, Loyola University,  
According to her, fascism appeared to be different things to different people at different times and in 
different countries, and its very character depended on who the interlocutors were. 
For Mussolini, “War is to man, as maternity is to women,” Dr Wingenter noted. She said that his 
instruction to the delegation of the Fascist Women’s Organization in October 1927 was: “Go back 
home and tell the women that I need births, many births.” 
Sorelianism was believed to be a forerunner to fascism, fascists ideas also developed from 
incongruent causes and didn’t possess a coherent ideological structure. Both supporters and 
opponents of Sorel measured his political thought to be an assortment of detached thoughts lacking 
any coherence or common thread among them.  
Also, a Marxist like Gramsci, said that any ideology except Marxism possibly will only be inconsistent 
and illogical. Italian Fascism, (as non-Marxism), didn’t possess a coherent ideology. Anyone who tried 
to deliver its justification could only be detached from purpose and ethics. 
It’s an almost established fact in the historiography that Fascism was devoid of coherent ideology 
rather operated as a testing-ground in which a continually developing principle was expanded. 
 
FASCISM TODAY 
In the recent past, the growth of populism — political movements uplifting commonplace individuals 
over elites — across Europe and the United States has made people to rethink if fascism is 
bourgeoning again. Paxton expressed his thoughts against it, relating American populist movements 
as "much more traditional conservatism". 
 
CONCLUSION 
Fascism is a belief system that has inflicted implausible injury upon humankind. Not only did it lead 
to the demise and agony of a great many personalities owing to their race, but also caused the 
horrible Second World War in the most recent century. It has similarly attempted to hammer against 
any human esteem where it has climbed, by adding to an “atmosphere of trepidation.” 
 
b) Critically examine the claim of critical school that behaviouralism is a justification of the status 
quo. 
 
Charles E. Merriam (founder of Chicago School), in his book "New aspects of Politics", denounces 
Political Science for its lack of scientific vigour. 
Behaviouralism is a movement in political science which insists on analysing only the observable 
behaviour of political actors. 
According to David Easton, there are eight features of behaviouralism-Regularities, Verification, 
Quantification, Value, Techniques, Systematization, Pure Science and Integration 
Behaviouralism flourished because of the limitations of the traditional approach which studied 
constitutions and institutions. 
 
Critical school 
Their main aim was to find the cause for the decline of labour and communist movements in the 
West, they were hostile to capitalism, and against science as science destroys both reasoning and 
human value. 
Behaviouralism is criticized as a justification of the status quo by the critical school because of the 
following reasons- 
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Dante Germino criticized behaviouralism for "over quantification and under theorizing".He further 
argues that the major reason for the decline of Political Theory is the craze of science. Even Critical 
school scholars Theodor Adorno, and Max Horkheimer were also critical of science as it creates 
instrumental rationality 
The Behavioralism school of thought were an ardent supporter of liberal democracy which later 
promotes culture and technology as new tools of domination for the capitalist state. Consumerism 
has become new culture resulting in a loss of revolutionary potential among worker which critical 
school argues as justification for the status quo 
Even Habermas in his 'The Theory of Communicative Action' have criticized capitalist society, 
particularly in terms of 'technological domination' 
Behavioralists always search for a quantifiable theory of regularities in politics apart from 
proclaiming that an ideal society has been achieved, this school was criticized as a defender of status 
quo politics. Moreover, Critical school scholar, Herbert Marcuse(1D Man) claim capitalist exercise 
manipulation of mass media 
However, behaviouralists achieved significant success in political science by developing new tools and 
technic for research and also made significant improvements in the area of systematic comparative 
content analysis. 
 
Conclusion 
According to Parsons, the evolvement of the field of Behaviouralism in politics has been "a good deal 
more revolutionary in the realm of technique than in that of validated and expanded theory". 
 
c) Compare and contrast the Gandhian theory of state with liberal and Marxist theory. 
  
According to Woodrow Wilson State “is a people organized for law within a definite territory” 
According to J.K.Bluntschli “The State is the politically organized people of a definite territory” 
The state remains a platform for the promotion and articulation of the common interests of society 
as a whole. 
 
The Liberal Theory 
The state is seen as a necessity, an institution – evil or otherwise – which may establish law and 
order, peace and justice in society.  
Liberalism distinguishes between state and society and maintains that state is for society and not 
otherwise.It means minimal state function and maximum individual liberty. 
 
The Marxist Theory 
The Marxist theory of state emerged as a criticism of, and as an alternative to the liberal theory of 
state. 
 If liberalism was a socio-economic and political philosophy of the working class, Marxism was a 
product of the capitalist economic system. 
Thus, the Marxian theory of state does not glorify the state; rather it is a theory of its overthrow, its 
withering away, in a classless society. 
 
The Gandhian Theory 
It shows similarities and differences with the concept of state found in Liberal and Marxist theory of 
state. 
 
Similarity and dissimilarity between Gandhism and Marxism  
Gandhi’s conception of the state resembles the Marxist state in the sense that both regard the state 
as a system of violence.  
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Conception of Ideal State: final aim of both of them is    establishments of a stateless and classless 
society, their means for achieving this aim are different. 
Capitalism: both were opposed to capitalism and exploitation, yet they propagated different means 
to remove capitalism not by violent means but through economic decentralization. 
Spiritualism vs. Materialism: Mahatma Gandhi was decisively a spiritualist.Karl Marx considered 
religion as opium for the workers 
Ends and Means: Mahatma Gandhi was not in favour of using violent means for achieving a good end. 
Marxists do not believe in non-violence 
Class War:Marxists have a deep faith in class struggle. Marx said that there had been two classes in 
each country since the very beginning.Mahatma Gandhi said that class- struggle brought ruin to the 
country. 
Investment of Capital: Marxists say that there should be socialization of the means of 
production.Mahatma Gandhi allows the investment of private capital but not exploitation through it. 
Democracy vs. Dictatorship: Gandhiji had a firm faith in democracy. The Marxists believe in the 
Dictatorship of the proletariat. 
 
Similarity and differences between Gandhi and liberal theory of state 
The modern state, according to Gandhi, was about to destroy individuality.The two great utilitarian 
philosophers—Bentham and J. S. Mill wanted to put curb upon the activities of the state to enhance 
the quantum of freedom of the individuals. The state, prescribed by Bentham and Mill, is called 
limited state. 
Gandhi accepts the need(minimal) of the state; though as an advocate of nonviolence, he does see 
that the state implies the use of violence or coercion, liberal theory also favour minimal state 
(nightwatchman). 
Further, the Gandhian state rests more on a moral, communitarian consensus than on any notion of 
a collectivity of individual wills. 
The power of the state is also minimized in the Gandhian perspective by the ethical norms embedded 
in the society as a whole through customs and traditions. 
The authority of the state should be reduced by a system based on decentralization of power, in 
which communities below the level of state should have greater autonomy and independence from 
the central state. 
On the Mahatma’s religious ethics, Joseph Prabhu remarks: “While (Gandhi) certainly values the 
self-discipline involved in Kantian self-legislation, had he been presented with a Kantian view, 
Gandhi would almost certainly have criticized its atomistic and insulated character—the sense that 
self-legislation is to be carried out free of social ties and local belonging. 
Gier states that for Gandhi, “Liberal filial piety would consist in teaching children loyalty and 
deference, but also self-reliance, freedom of thought, and independence.”  
 
Conclusion 
Summarizing the three perspectives of the state, we may say that the Liberal state is based on 
individual rights; that according to the Marxists, the state is based on class dominance and class 
exploitation, and the Gandhian state is based on a moral and communitarian consensus. 
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Section B 
 
Q.5) a) Compare empirical and normative approach. 
 

  
 

Broadly speaking, the empirical approach seeks to discover and describe facts whereas the 
normative approach seeks to determine and prescribe values. The empirical approach aims at making 
an empirical statement which is concerned with 'is' whereas the normative approach aims at making 
a normative statement which is concerned with what 'ought to be' or 'should be'. Thus, normative 
approach is prescriptive, while empirical approach is descriptive. 
Normative approach is the oldest approach in political science. Since normative approach deals with 
idea, the method of philosophical approach is reasoning. For example, Plato proposed dialectics, 
Rawls has applied reflexive equilibrium. In contemporary times, scholars of normative approach 
include Leo Strauss, Dante Germino, Rawls, etc. 
* Normative approach deals with normative issues like rights, liberty, justice, equality, etc. However, 
normative approach may get divorced from the reality. Hence these theories are also called as 
“armchair theories” according to critics.  
One of the earliest exponents of empirical approach is Aristotle. It is based on experience and 
recommended by Locke and other utilitarian scholars. According to Locke, ‘mind is tabula rasa’. That 
is, the source of all knowledge is observation and experience. This approach recommends 
observation of the facts. It led to the evolution of scientific approach.  
Machiavelli, one of the exponent of empirical approach talks about, ‘what is’ rather than ‘what ought 
to be’. 
The normative approach is criticised on the grounds that there is no "scientifically valid" or 
trustworthy way to establish values. In his essay "Vocabulary of Politics," T.D. Weldon (1953) argues 
that a political value is similar to a question of taste in that it can only be declared and not discussed. 
Similarly, the scientific affiliation of the empirical approach has come under fire for its disregard for 
values. According to Leo Strauss, by teaching the equality of values, the empirical method 
contributes to the victory of the gutter.  
The discipline of political science is so complex that it cannot provide any substantive answers by 
using any single approach. It is in this context, post-behaviouralism emerged as an attempt to 
develop an integrated study of political theory based on normative – empirical synthesis.  
 
b) Comment on decline and resurgence of political theory debate. 
 
Political theory is the phenomenon of explaining political concepts. It forms essential element of 
normative political analysis. 
David Easton says that historicists led to decline of political theory by making the discipline, a 
parasite on age old ideas, while normativists did not take any efforts to produce verifiable theories. 
Alfred Cobban argued that political theory lost its significance in capitalist as well as communist 
systems. Political theory practically had to play no role in sustaining these systems. The capitalist 
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system was degraded into aristocracy and military state while communist system was converted to 
oligarchy. 
David Easton had identified the following 4 reasons for the decline of political theory: 

1. Historicism: Historicists like Sabine and Dunnig ignored contemporary issues. 
2. Moral Relativism: David Easton accused David Hume and Max Weber of having relativistic 

attitude towards ‘Values’.  
3. Confusion between Science and Theory: Over-reliance on scientific methods to elevate 

political science to the level of science.  
4. Hyper-factualism: The behavouralism was charged with over-factualization and under-

theorization. 
Dante Germino in his work ‘Beyond Ideology: The Revival of Political Theory (1967)’ argued that there 
were two major causes for the decline of Political Theory first, the craze of science (positivism) 
second, culmination of ideological evolution into Marxism. 
The resurgence of Political Theory refers to the revival of the normative or value-based 
(Philosophical) political theory in political science. Towards the second half of the twentieth century, 
value-based political theory was revived in the writings of Michael Oakeshott, Hannah Ardent, Leo 
Strauss, Sheldon Wolin, John Rawls, etc. 
Michael Oakeshott in his book, ‘Experience and Modes’, has analyzed the philosophical interpretation 
of experience. He emphasizes the multidimensional aspect of the experience. 
Hannah Arendt, in her book, ‘The Human Condition’, stated that human experience is lost in the 
modern world. She stressed the need to restore responsible freedom and dignity in human activities.  
Leo Strauss focuses on the importance of traditional or normative political theory in dealing with 
modern-day problems. According to him, political science and political philosophy are identical. 
Rawls enriched his theory of justice by adopting John Locke’s theory of social contract, Kant’s theory 
of individualism.  
C B Macpherson’s theory of democracy is another example of revival of normative aspect in political 
theory. 
Several new themes, such as communitarianism, post-modernism, multiculturalism, etc emerged 
during the revival of political theory. Thus we can say that political theory  is a continuous exercise 
and the importance of political theory is eternal. 
 
c) Relationship between liberty, equality and justice. 
 
Liberty, equality and justice describe the conditions for human emancipation. 
Positive liberals like Laski, RH Tawney call liberty and equality as complimentary principles. This 
view concedes the imposition of reasonable restraints on freedom so that freedom of one does not 
stand in the way of similar and equal freedom of other. 
Marxist scholars propound the view that equality can’t be compromised for sake of liberty. According 
to them, liberal concept of liberty is false consciousness whereas true freedom is freedom from 
necessities. 
Equality without a genuine sense of justice loses its essence and becomes source of oppression. We 
can take a example of a system of queue, which is based on equality of opportunity. In this case, when 
a separate queue is allowed for aged and disabled, this is regarded as just and rightful and substantive 
equality is obtained.  
Classical liberals like Hayek in work “Law, Legislation and Liberty: The Mirage of Social Justice” 
argues social justice as a mirage. If liberty is curtailed in interest of equality, it would lead to 
widespread tension and dispute on question of just and unjust distribution of life’s goods.  
Social Liberal scholars like Rawls considered liberty as quintessential and made equal liberty as first 
principle of his lexical order for “Justice as Fairness”. He considered merit to be necessity for socio-
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economic stability, as it enhances productivity, and without optimum productivity care can’t be taken 
of lease advantaged. Hence, for absolute Justice, what is needed is equal liberty and equality. 
Hence, all the three concepts have areas of reconciliation and dispute. In legal-political sphere, 
reconciliation is possible. But, the relationship is significantly more nuanced and open to divergent 
interpretations in the socio-economic sphere. 
 
d) Comment on the post-modernist critique of ideology. 
 
Originally the term ‘ideology’ was coined by Tracy to mean the science of ideas. Ideologies like 
liberalism and socialism are seen as mainstream political belief systems. 
Post-modernism was originally developed as a reaction to Modernism. Nietzsche is regarded as 
father of post-modernism. He suggests to reject morality. According to him, there is no ultimate 
criteria to determine what is right and wrong. 
Lyotard was the first person to use the term ‘post-modern’. He defines post-modernism as 
incredulity towards meta-narratives, which means disbelief in meta-narratives.  
Postmodernist critique of meta-narratives is based on how they view reality. Modern ideologies 
have projected their own explanations and envisioned orders as the ultimate truth. Ideologies have 
created huge bodies of knowledge in support of their particular version of the truth. 
Postmodernists have deconstructed the relationship between knowledge and power. Foucault claims 
knowledge is power. Essentially what we know as knowledge, he claims, is really a ‘regime of truth’ 
that has been created with the primary intention of giving legitimacy to a particular order or agenda.  
Postmodernists give more importance to subjective interpretation, deconstruction, pluralist and 
reflexive approach, double reading, and understanding text within context. 
Derrida gave the concept of deconstruction. It is a method of interpretation of texts. He suggests to 
deconstruct the theories and reconstruct the meanings. 
For post-modernist, ideology is also a discourse for meta-narrative. For example, Marxism claims to 
propose the ultimate reality and Marx claimed that historical materialism as science, but from the 
post-modernist point of view, science is also a discourse. 
Moreover, in contrast to ideology, post-modernism argues that objectivity is neither possible nor 
desirable. 
 
e) Compare multi-culturalism and value pluralism. 
 
Multiculturalism is a body of thought in political philosophy about the proper way to respond to 
cultural and religious diversity. It first emerged as a theoretical stance through the activities of the 
black consciousness movement of the 1960s, primarily in the USA.  
Multiculturalism reflects a positive endorsement of communal diversity, usually arising from racial, 
ethnic and language differences. Multicultural theorists advance two broad sets of arguments in 
favour of communal diversity, one based upon its benefits to the individual and the other based upon 
its benefits to society.  
- For the individual, multiculturalism recognizes that human beings are culturally embedded. 

Distinctive cultures therefore deserve to be protected or strengthened, particularly when they 
belong to minority or vulnerable groups. This leads to the idea of minority or multicultural 
rights. 

- For society, multiculturalism brings the benefits of diversity: a vibrancy and richness that stems 
from cultural interplay and encourages tolerance and respect for other cultures and religions, 
while at the same time strengthening insight into one’s own culture. 

Charles Taylor accepts that liberal societies should be based upon guaranteed basic freedoms. 
Will Kymlicka has advanced the idea of multicultural citizenship, based upon the belief that cultures 
are valuable and distinct and provide a context in which individuals are provided with meaning, 
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orientation, identity and belonging. Kymlicka nevertheless distinguishes between the rights of 
national minorities, which may enjoy representation rights up to those of full self-government, and 
those of ethnic groups formed through immigration, which are entitled only to ‘polyethnic rights’.  
Bhikhu Parekh has advanced a defence of a pluralistic perspective on cultural diversity and 
highlighted the inadequacy of liberal multiculturalism.  
The concept of ‘value pluralism’ was developed by Isaiah Berlin, as the opposing position to the idea 
of ‘value monism’. The monists claim that there is only one superior value and rest all values are false 
or wrong.  
Value pluralism says that there is no single, overriding conception of the ‘good life’, but rather a 
number of competing and equally legitimate conceptions. 
According to Berlin's pluralism, genuine values are multiple, and they often come into 
conflict with one another. For example, liberty can come into conflict with equality, mercy with 
justice etc. Thus, conflict of values are integral part of human life.  
Berlin further asserted that values may not only be incompatible but incommensurable also. It 
means that there is no measure available for the comparison between two different values.  
One of the most common criticism against Berlin’s value pluralism is that it is indistinguishable 
from ‘relativism’. In order to improve the charge of relativism against his pluralism, Berlin defines 
relativism as a form of subjectivism or moral irrationalism. 
Thus we can say that liberalism as an ideology has evolved with changing needs of time 
 
 
Q.6) a) Human rights are no more, but no less, than a standard at political legitimacy that specifies 
a set of social and political practices that aim to establish a framework for equal and autonomous 
individuals, acting separately and collectively, to make for themselves a world worthy of truly 
human beings”. Discuss. 
 
Human rights are a product of a philosophical debate that has raged for over two thousand years 
within the European societies and their colonial descendants. 
What most scholars do agree on is that by the 1990s, human rights had materialized as a dominant 
international discourse, a global lingua franca. 
With a dizzying array of international legal rules and institutions, the human rights project was set on 
remedying the past deeds of authoritarian governments, monitoring elections, advancing women’s 
empowerment, tackling malnutrition and lack of health care. 
Jack Donnelly’s Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice is a fundamental text for those 
studying any area of human rights.  
According to him human rights are equal, inalienable, and universal, even with considerations of 
cross-cultural relativism. 
Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, sex, nationality, ethnicity, 
language, religion, or any other status. Everyone is entitled to these rights, without discrimination. 
Examples of human rights are the right to freedom of religion, the right to a fair trial when charged 
with a crime, the right not to be tortured, and the right to education.  
John Rawls introduced the idea of a political conception of human rights in his book, The Law of 
Peoples (Rawls 1999). 
Rawls says that human rights are a special class of urgent rights. Rawls also accepts that they are 
plural and universal. 
Rawls advocated a limited list of human rights, one that leaves out many fundamental freedoms, 
rights of political participation, and equality rights. 
Charles Beitz’s account of human rights in The Idea of Human Rights (Beitz 2009) agrues that good 
justifications of human rights should avoid as far as possible controversial assumptions about religion, 
metaphysics, ideology, and intrinsic value. 
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However, Makau Mutua in his book-Human Rights: A Political and Cultural Critique argues that if 
the human rights movement is to succeed, it must move away from Eurocentrism as a civilizing 
crusade and attack on non-European peoples. 
Only a genuine multicultural approach to human rights can make it truly universal. Indigenous, non-
European traditions of Asia, Africa, the Pacific, and the Americas must be deployed to 
deconstruct―and to reconstruct―a universal bundle of rights that all human societies can claim as 
theirs. 
Not Enough: Human Rights in an Unequal World,” legal historian Samuel Moyn claims that human 
rights emergence in the age of inequality makes it at best irrelevant or at worst complicit, but 
nonetheless calls for the human rights movement to reembrace the egalitarian project. 
 He argues that the “human rights have become prisoners of the contemporary age of inequality,” 
rising with but not challenging neoliberal globalization 
Human Rights on Trial: A Genealogy of the Critique of Human Rights Book by Pranchère and 
Lacroix it offers a powerful rebuttal of the dominant belief in a sharp division between human rights 
today and the rights of man proclaimed at the end of the eighteenth century. 
It also offers a strong framework for a democratic defence of human rights. 
However, a common critique of human rights is that they are far from equipped, theoretically, and 
practically, to address equality, particularly its structural and cognitive dimensions. 
At most, human rights help shine a spotlight on formal discrimination and help individuals gain a 
threshold level of access.  
However, human rights approaches do not leverage a fairer distribution of both political and material 
resources and opportunities and may even widen such inequalities. 
The "communitarian" critique draws attention to the danger of fragmentation inherent in a culture of 
rights. 
 
CONCLUSION: HUMAN RIGHTS IN A POST-LIBERAL AGE 
An extensive body of literature warns of optimistic prognoses or enthusiastic declarations of 
universal consensus and rights revolutions. 
A human rights project is not a sufficient condition for social transformation. 
 A return is arguably needed to normative citizenship approaches that seek to establish participation 
as a set of grounded political rights with a deep respect for individual and popular agency (Hickey& 
Mohan 2005) 
However, any critique requires empirical sensitivity and theoretical reflexivity, allowing for a 
dynamic, constructive, and grounded understanding. 
Critics of human rights also need to face the question of alternatives. 
The rise of both leftwing and right-wing populism with strains of authoritarianism raises real 
questions as to the role and value of critique. 
 
b) ‘Justice is one social value among many and not necessarily in all circumstances the overriding 
value’. (Tom Campbell). Comment. 
 
(Also refer Value Addition Content on  Justice for this question) 
Justice is one of the most important concerns of the field of political philosophy since the time of 
Plato.  
Major social values includes justice, equality, liberty, democracy, etc. According to Tom Campbell, 
justice is the central and commanding concept of current mainstream normative political philosophy. 
Rawls’ book, ‘ A theory of justice’, presents a very strong defense of the idea of justice based on the 
basic tenets of procedural theory. 
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Describing justice as the ‘first virtue of social institutions’, Rawls has equated justice with fairness. 
In Rawls’ conception, that social, economic or political arrangement is just which doesn’t create any 
scope of partiality, unfairness and inappropriateness. 
He argues that the distribution of social primary goods such as liberties, powers, opportunities, 
rights etc is just and fair, if that distribution is made in accordance with the following principles: 

1) Each person to have an equal right to the most extensive liberty compatible with similar 
liberty to others. 

2) Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both 
a. to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, and 
b. attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity. 
 
According to Rawls, these principles are arranged in their lexical priority, which means that the first 
principle must be fully satisfied before the next principle is applied. 
In Rawls’ conception social, economic or political arrangement is just which doesn’t create any scope 
of partiality, unfairness and inappropriateness. 
According to CB Macpherson, Rawls’ theory of justice is an elegant defense of liberal democratic 
welfare state. He argues that Rawls doesn't present an universal account of justice but an account 
that rationalizes liberal beliefs and values. 
Libertarian scholar Robert Nozick, in his book , ‘Anarchy, State and utopia’, argues that Rawlsian 
conception of justice is an end state theory, which calls for social reconstruction in the name of some 
end stage goals. 
Neo-liberals give primacy to ‘liberty’ as found in Robert Nozick’s criticism of Rawls theory as well as 
his entitlement theory. 
Marxists argue that social justice is achievable only in the state of absolute equality. As long as 
classes persist, there cannot be complete justice. 
But we can say that Rawls theory of justice tries to balance liberty and equality. 
In post-independence India, Ambedkar steered the constitution in the direction of justice and 
equality. This was based on the fundamental assumption that systematic departures from norms of 
equality would have to be made in the pursuit of justice. 
 
c) Examine Foucault’s theory of power. What is the meaning of expression ‘power is everywhere’? 
 
Power broadly denotes ability of a person to fulfill his desires or achieve his objectives. 
Foucault argued that political theory and discourse continue to assume a paradigm of power derived 
from pre-modern experiences. However, the new norm of power operates 
through disciplinary form rather than command-obedience relationship which make the power 
present everywhere. 
His sociological analysis of power finds older theories too simple, and according to him power 
exercised in endless forms. Power is everywhere and flows like blood in capillaries.  
Foucault uses the concept of Panopticon developed by Bentham. It is design for prison by which 
prison authorities can maintain surveillance on prisoners. Societies like Panopticon automatically 
discipline self. He then gave examples of schools, asylums which contribute in disciplinary power. 
Power according to Foucault is also strategic, relational and productive. He said that we are not 
possessing power, but are vehicles of power to portray it as omnipresent. 
Foucault also said “Knowledge is Power” which meant that function of knowledge is to create power. 
He gave example of doctor who exercises power on patient due to knowledge of medical science. 
Foucault also talked of Bio-power which refers to concept of govern-mentality, and how social 
power disciplines human body, human soul & develops govern-mentality. 
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Noam Chomsky calls Foucault as someone who “wildly exaggerates” the influence of power in 
scientific discourse. He agrees that power does exist in scientific realm of thoughts, but to talk about 
regimes of power is widely overestimating the facts. 
His theory later influenced Derrida who talked of ‘deconstruction’ and ‘double reading’ which served 
as important pillar in understanding post-modern ideology. 
 
 
Q.7) a) How has globalization affected the discourses on human rights? Discuss the main challenges 
to Human rights in the 21st century. 
 
Dworkin defined human rights as a right which can be utilized even in the absence of the law of the 
state and they cannot be prohibited in the name of public benefit 
Human rights are moral entitlements that every individual in the world possesses simply in virtue of 
the fact that he or she is a human being. 
The Major characteristics of Human Rights -Inalienable, Indivisible, Interdependent, and 
Interrelated, Universal 
There has been an upward trend in the growth of consciousness of human rights in the world and 
India since the 1980s. 
New organizations cast themselves (Human Rights Watch,1975) as watchdogs, with particular and 
explicit attention to policy concerns. 
In India Civil society working with the judiciary has led to the start of a new era of human rights 
activism. 
 
How has globalization affected the discourses on human rights in following ways- 
Globalization is sometimes seen as the reason for human 
Rights violations and exploitation but it has also led to the spread of liberal ideas. However, critics 
argue that under the garb of globalization human rights have been adversely impacted (eg-socio-
economic rights and right to equality) 
Many argue that forces of globalisation ( investment and economic integration ) generate incentives 
for governments to disenfranchise people, and abuse the poor, resulting in a massive rise in 
exploitation and human rights abuses. 
Ramamoorthy, the author of Global Issues, argues that there is a gross violation of the fundamental 
right to work under the pretext of globalization. 
According to a report of ILO, due to globalization, there is a rapid increase in informalization of labour 
in India, hardly 8% labour force is working in the formal economy whereas more than 90% is working 
in the informal economy having no social security and are subjected to exploitation. 
Due to the effect of Globalization, in India, various NGOs like Amnesty International opened their 
offices. Moreover, globalization has also increased the number of advocacy groups in India. India has 
been an active participant in the Human Rights movement. UNHRC conducts a Universal Periodic 
Review (UPR) of member countries. 
 
Main challenges to Human rights in the 21st century. 
The “Western” model which prioritizes the individual’s rights against society has been alleged of 
proliferating an individualistic approach to rights, on the other hand, the “Asian values” method gives 
importance to social stability, community and duties over the rights of the individual. 
Further, eastern countries and post-colonial states vehemently oppose the forced universalization 
and implementation of the human rights concept without giving due importance to the Asian way of 
life. 
With medieval notions of state sovereignty being transformed, Globalization has forced a change in 
the conduct of states making their borders porous to the human rights regime. 
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What should constitute universal human rights and disagreement over the meaning of ‘Human ’ poses 
new challenges e.g. can terrorists be considered human and given human rights? 
The increasing trend of politicization of human rights is another problem in recent times primarily 
witnessed in third-world countries. 
Implement any human right poses a critical challenge which requires striking a balance between 
respecting the state sovereignty as well as convincing states to change their conduct to ensure 
human rights through their policies and acts for instance - the protection of child labour 
Authoritarianism, religious fundamentalism, nationalism, terrorism, neoliberal economic paradigm 
and glaring income inequalities among countries. 
Many post-colonial thinkers alleged human rights as a mode of cultural imperialism which is posing a 
new challenge in the 21st century. 
The state is confronting a threat to security(indirectly human rights) which is arising from 
international actors which are new and are operating globally. New weapons are introduced because 
of technological advances in waging and fighting wars which threaten to transform the nature of 
conflict 
 
Conclusion 
Today, there is an urgent need to expand the scope of human rights. The problems of protecting life 
and health in present-day society have become more complex. The spread of drug trafficking, 
terrorism, and environmental pollution is now threatening the life of people. The state must save 
people from that threat. 
According to Andrew Hacker, “the nature of rights is a subject of never-ending debate and it will 
remain so in the future". 
 
b) Do you agree with the view that “Post Marxism rejects essentialism”, Discuss the key ideas of 
Post – Marxism. 
 
Post-Marxism is perceived as an attempt to build a radical social theory which draws from what is 
considered useful in the Marxist tradition, while simultaneously contesting Marxist claims for the 
primacy of class and economic dynamics. 
For Marxists, Marxism and essentialism are co-existing, as the meaning of essence (significance or 
meaning of something) is derived from the Hegelian and is understood as social and critical activity. 
Therefore, entire societal and cerebral evolutions possess a meaning which is definitely “created” by 
the subject, but the subject is a social subject whose activities are conditioned both socially and 
historically. In Marxism, the “essence”, is the dialectical unfolding of the thing through continually 
deeper meanings. 
Essentialism turns out to be important in a Marxist society. It comprises the following features: 
elitism, relativism, paternalism relativism, moralism. However, in post-Marxism, there is clearly a 
rejection of essentialism, especially as it is implicit in Marxist discourse. 
Post-Marxism is a metamorphosis from the dichotomies of the bourgeois order and the class 
struggle, the predicaments of capitalism to a rising order bereft of ideology and conflict. They viewed 
the working class as – neither a revolutionary movement nor having a basic place within socialism. 
 
Key Features of Post-Marxism: 
Antonio Gramsci considered the economic structure as the secondary and subordinate one, and the 
superstructure as the primary and subordinating one (contrary to Marx’s). He devised an adequate 
operative framework of post-Marxism through the notions of: hegemony; popular-national culture; 
and so-called ‘organic intellectual’. 
Nicos Poulantzas challenged the three tripartite dissections of society into economic, political and 
ideological spheres and rather condensed it to three interdependent branches of the state apparatus, 
viz. the Ideological, the Repressive and the Economic. 
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Pierson listed significant Post-Marxist propositions about the nature of the state: it is not a 
centralized-unified political actor rather an ‘arena of struggle’ bifurcated by quite opposing interests; 
it will not wither away; it’s indispensable to any developed society. 
The Post-Marxists turned to novel social movements. Ernesto Laclau and Mouffe advocated for an 
understanding of society which is open to innovation, transformation and self-invention and not 
grounded upon economic determinism. 
Laclau highlighted the ‘power’ concept of class. Poulantzas figured out a matrix of power, ideology 
and exploitation defining multiple classes. 
They propose a system called Radical Democracy bringing myriads of democratic struggles as 
antiracist, anticapitalism, environmentalist, human rights, civil rights movements/ struggles 
under a single roof. 
Chilcote contends that contemporary Post-Marxism represents the undercurrent of the changing 
conditions within capitalism and democracy. The yardstick of the post-Marxist set-up is the 
plurality of struggles in social life. 
In conclusion, post-Marxism while rejecting essentialism, is to be perceived, as an attempt to build a 
radical social theory which draws from useful elements in the Marxist tradition, while 
simultaneously contesting Marxist claims for the primacy of class and economic dynamics. 
 
c) “State is both the guardian and child of law” (MacIver). Comment. 
 
It was Machiavelli who first used the term “state” in political science. 
The legal view, also called the monistic view or traditional view of sovereignty, was propounded by 
John Austin in his book, Lectures on Jurisprudence (1832). 
Pluralism is  the theory that political power is dispersed amongst a wide variety of social groups 
rather than an elite or ruling class. 
Pluralist theory of state accepts that democratic processes are at work within the modern state: 
electoral choice ensures that government must respond to public opinion, and organized interests 
offer all citizens a voice in political life.  
- Above all, pluralists believe that a rough equality exists among organized groups and interests in 

that each enjoys some measure of access to government and government is prepared to listen 
impartially to all. 

The pluralists do not believe that the sovereign is determinate. According to them, the determination 
was possible in old days when the king ruled with absolute powers. But in modern times the political 
system is based upon the concept of popular sovereignty in which the government is responsible to 
the people who can make or unmake the government. 
The pluralists believe that Austin’s concept of sovereignty cannot be verified from history.  
According to Laski, historically, sovereignty has always been subjected to limitations except for a 
very small period when we really had a sovereign in Austin’s sense. This was the period when the 
nation-state arose and the kings asserted their authority. In modern times, sovereignty is limited. 
It will not be wrong to suggest that the pluralists have a great distrust of power and those who 
exercise it. That is the reason why Laski objected to the absolute powers of the sovereign. 
Laski stood for decentralization and argued that the state should be responsible for its actions. The 
state should also protect and respect certain rights of the individual without which the individual 
cannot develop his personality. Laski reminded that the state is not an end in itself; rather it is 
merely a means to an end, the end being the enrichment of human lives and the position of the state 
will always depend upon its capability in achieving this end. 
The Pluralists also reject the notion of law as advocated by Austin. According to Austin, law is the 
command of the superior and this command is from higher to inferior. * Laski termed this as 
ridiculous. He pointed out that to call law, as a command from the higher to the inferior, is to strain 
its definition to the verge of indecency. Laws are universal in character and are applied on both the 
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lawmaker as well as the subjects. But in the case of a command, the commanding authority is over 
and above its command and is not bound by it. 
MacIver is known as extreme pluralist. He criticized Austin’s concept of law as misleading as it 
denies two of the basic attributes which every law exhibits- its universality and formality. 
MacIver also pointed out that there are many kinds of law. For example, there are social laws, which 
are based on the customs and traditions of society, and some of them also become state laws. 
But MacIver says, in the great book of the law, the state merely writes new sentences here and there 
and scratches out an old one.  
Therefore to MacIver, the state is both the child as well as the parent of law and the authority of law 
is greater than the authority of state.[Text Wrapping Break]- The state is merely an official guardian 
of law rather than its maker. It has to uphold the rule of law. 
Leon Duguit rightly says that, “Law is the product of our social life. We obey law because they are 
for social interest and that it is impossible to maintain social order without them”. The absence of 
law would mean anarchy where no human existence would be possible. 
The Pluralists also point out that there are customs and traditions in society, which were neither 
created by the state, nor the state has any control over them. Even the most dictatorial ruler had to 
bow before them.  
- Sir Henry Maine gave the example of King Ranjit Singh who enjoyed absolute powers over his 

subjects and even the slightest violation could invite severe punishment, but even he did not 
violate the conventions of society. 

* MacIver forcefully asserted that the state cannot destroy the customs, because customs, when 
attacked by law, retaliate in return and in their retaliation, they attack not only the particular law but 
also the spirit of law-abidingness which is the basis of state. 
The Pluralists view the state as an association. 
The pluralist assumptions and their critique of the legal view of sovereignty have been criticized on 
many grounds. On the one hand, they stand for decentralization of power and autonomy of groups or 
associations, on the other hand, they also want the state to play a regulating role by coordinating the 
activities of the various associations. 
An alternative, neo-pluralist theory of the state has been developed by writers such as J.K. Galbraith 
and Charles Lindblom. They argue that the modern industrialized state is both more complex and 
less responsive to popular pressures than the classical pluralist model suggests. 
Pluralism has been more radically rejected by elitist thinkers who believe that behind the facade of 
liberal democracy there lies the permanent power of a ‘ruling elite’. Classical elitists such as Gaetano 
Mosca, Vilfredo Pareto and Robert Michels were concerned to demonstrate that political power 
always lies in the hands of a small elite and that egalitarian ideas, such as socialism and democracy, 
are a myth. 
The significance of pluralism lies in its assertion of the importance of group life. As against the 
absolute authority of the state, the pluralists argued for democracy and decentralization.  
 
 
Q.8) a) What are the major differences between instrumentalist and structuralist perspective on 
state with reference to the debate between Ralph Miliband and Nicole Poulantzas. 
 
Instrumentalist, reasons that policy makers in government and positions of power tend to "share a 
common business or class background, and that their decisions will reflect their business or class 
interests". 
It implies that state is not neutral arbitral, it is an instrument of dominant class. So long classes exist, 
state exist, whereas structuralist is an approach to Marxist philosophy primarily associated with the 
work of the Louis Althusser, arose in opposition to the instrumental Marxism. 
According to structuralist,State is not just the reflection of the base, state is also a structure in itself. 
It means state is not just an instrument, it may have relative autonomy from the base. 
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The Miliband–Poulantzas debate was related to the nature of the state in capitalist societies 
Both authors trace this concept of the state to Marx's famous dictum in The Communist Manifesto 
that "the executive of the modern state is but a committee for managing the affairs of the whole 
bourgeoisie". 
Miliband's writings are most notable for reestablishing an instrumentalist theory .He has published a 
book,The State in Capitalist Society where he outlined what is sometimes referred to as the 
‘instrumentalist’ theory of the capitalist state.  
The state in these class societies is primarily and inevitably the guardian and protector of the 
economic interests which are dominant in them its ‘real’ purpose is to ensure their continued 
predominance, not to prevent it. 
In a nutshell, the role of the state is to serve the interest of capitalists.  
Miliband’s book was reviewed in New Left Review by Poulantzas, and in the review he sets out his 
own structural theory of the state. 
Broadly following Althusser, Poulantzas argues that the state is ‘objectively’ capitalist – what he 
meant by this is that the state ‘can serve no purpose other than preserving the capitalist mode of 
production’.  
The fact that the political and economic classes are one and the same is entirely coincidental in his 
theoretical approach: state serves capitalism regardless 
Nicos Poulantzas argued that the state, though relatively autonomous from the capitalist class, 
nevertheless functions to protect the interests of the capitalist class. 
Poulantzas explains that the capitalist state directly serves the interests of the capitalist class and the 
conditions of domination and exploitation. 
Based on Gramsci’s concept of Cultural Hegemony, Poulantzas argues that suppression and 
domination are not the only functions of the state; it also obtains the consent of the oppressed. 
The relation between the bourgeois class and the state is an objective relation. This means that if the 
function of the state in a determinate social formation and the interests of the dominant class 
coincide, it is by reason of the system itself. 
In a response to Poulantzas, Miliband counters that Poulantzas’s position represents a form of 
super-determinism, which effectively favours theoretical obscurantism over practical forms of 
political struggle. 
Miliband identifies the ruling class of a capitalist society as "that class which owns and controls the 
means of production and which is able, by virtue of the economic power thus conferred upon it, to 
use the state as its instrument for the domination of society" 
Poulantzas has given the idea of welfare state and state which has proper political and social right, 
On the other hand Miliband consider liberal democracy as capitalist democracy and rule by elites . 
However, Bob Jessop, Dialogue of the Deaf: Some Reflections on the Poulantzas-Miliband Debate 
The state is such a complex theoretical object and so complicated an empirical one that no single 
theoretical approach can fully capture and explain its complexities. 
 
b) Does affirmative action violate the principles of justice as fairness? Provide arguments in 
support of your view.  
 
Ans - The conception of justice as fairness was given by John Rawls in his book A Theory Of Justice 
1971.  
He describes certain basic minimum principles on which any conception of justice has to be based.  
Such principles of justice have to arrived at from an original position under a veil of ignorance.  
According to Rawls concept of equality found in western countries may not be adequate, it needs to 
be democratized by affirmative policies in favour of least advantaged. Since there is no level playing 
field in the society so neither equality before law nor equality of opportunity will give live of dignity. 
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Thus it appears just, if we provide for affirmative action policies. Thus he justifies progressive 
taxation, welfare state, system of social security. 
According to Rawls, natural distribution is neither just, nor unjust. It is not unjust that a person is 
born in a society at some particular position. These are simply the natural facts.  What is just and 
unjust is how the institutions deal with these facts. Hence according to Rawls, justice and injustice is 
a matter of social institutions. It is within the capacity of human beings to change the social system 
based on the principles of justice as fairness. 
"Affirmative action” means positive steps taken to increase the representation of women and 
minorities in areas of employment, education, and culture from which they have been historically 
excluded. 
In India it has taken the form of reservation for socially and educationally backward classes Article 
16(4) 
These policies aim to equalize the differences. Their main goal is-Neither to treat equals 
unequally,Nor to treat unequals equally,Only to treat equals equally. 
However,In the polarized debate around Affirmative Action, it is either demonized as the root of all 
evil or valorized as the panacea for eliminating discrimination. 
Dworkin often cited the study entitled The Shape of the River to substantiate his claim that special 
treatment for minorities could amend social injustice and produce fairer outcomes. 
A five-judge Constitution bench headed by Justice Ashok Bhushan said states should take more 
steps to promote education and establish institutes for the upliftment of socially and educationally 
backward classes as affirmative action is not limited to just the reservation. 
Addressing the issue of affirmative action in India,Amartya Sen explained that Niti drives the policy, 
whereas it should be a Nyaya-based approach. He noted that there is only so much one can achieve 
by affirmative action. 
 Justice Powell's opinion striking down the law urged "strict scrutiny" to be applied to affirmative 
action programs but hinted that some affirmative action programs might pass Constitutional muster. 
Nomfundo Ramalekana argues in on of his paper that one of the arguments against affirmative action 
is that it causes internal and external stigma towards its actual or perceived beneficiaries 
 Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, who ensured that Affirmative Action was constitutionally mandated, himself did 
not see Affirmative Action as a panacea.  
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar’s thoughts and philosophical foundation about Affirmative action gradually 
developed and inspired by the thoughts of Mahatma Jyotirao Phule 
Pratap Bhanu Mehta calls it Affirmative inaction, he argue that India needs an effective and fair 
system of affirmative action. But the present system is a mass of contradictions and anomalies. 
However, Tarunabh Khaitan in one of his article in Indian express, A better design for social justice 
mention Affirmative action is necessary. But caste-based reservations are unimaginative, crude and 
costly for the intended beneficiaries. 
 
Conclusion 
Affirmative action faces significant problems when set alongside with traditional values of the 
constitutional state. 
It seeks for vital space within the orthodox human rights theory both as a social or post-social right 
and as a group right. 
Affirmative action has not, at least not always, produced the desirable results. 
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c) Discuss the key ideas of socialism before and after Karl Marx. 
 
Socialism is a set of doctrines or a cluster of ideas and a political programme that emerged at the 
beginning of the 19th century. 
Socialism, as an ideology, has traditionally been defined by its opposition to capitalism and the 
attempt to provide a more humane and socially worthwhile alternative. At the core of socialism is a 
vision of human beings as social creatures united by their common humanity. 
The central value of socialism is equality, especially social equality.  
Socialism before Marx 
Early socialism did not grow into any clear-cut doctrine, but a set of values and beliefs held together 
by the view that private ownership of production should be replaced. But there was unanimity about 
"replaced by what." 
Early socialists: Robert Owen (1771-1858), Saint- Simon ( I 760-1825), Charles Fourier (1772-1837) and 
Proudhon (1809-65). 
 
Robert Owen was the first to use the word Socialist in 1827 in his ‘Cooperative Magazine’. 

1) He advocated the formation by public authorities of "villages of cooperation" to put the 
unemployed to work. He looked at cooperation not merely as a better alternative to 
competition in production, but also looked at it as a way for moral improvement of human 
beings. 

2)  Owen was also a strong advocate of the right to work.  
3) He ideas caught the imagination of the working classes in Britain who moved on to build 

popular movements around his ideas leading eventually to the formation of trade unions 
which in his times, were considered illegal. 

 
A different socialist vision emerged from Charles Fourier.  

1) His main interest was in making work pleasant and adjusted to the character of the 
individual. 

2) Therefore, he found division of labour unacceptable because it broke up work into minute 
repetitive operations.  

3) Unlike Robert Owen, he did not believe in the efficacy of big industry. He, therefore, opposed 
large industry, which he felt threatened individuality and the pleasure of work. 

 
Saint-Simon was a man of science, industry and large administration.  

1) He was Rousseauian in spirit in that he believed the common man of work to be good, 
honest and virtuous.  

2)  He believed that social reconstruction should follow the advice of what he called 'luminaries' 
- a learned elite. They must work towards the redesigning of social institutions with the aim 
of moral, intellectual and physical improvement of the poorest. 

 
Another very important figure among the early socialists was Proudhon. He was the one who 
explicitly referred to property as theft. 

1) He wrote a book called ‘Philosophy of Poverty’ to which Marx replied with ‘Poverty of 
Philosophy’, pointing to the inadequacies of his philosophical convictions. 

2) One central concern of Proudhon was the importance of liberty of the ordinary people.  
3) He thought that the greatest obstacle in the way of realization of liberty is inequality. 
4) He advocated a nation wide system of decentralised workers cooperatives, which can 

bargain with one another for mutual exchange of goods and services. 
Marx was both critical and appreciative of these' writings on socialism. He critically referred to them 
as purely "Utopian" in character. 
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All the early socialists were skeptical of class struggle waged by the working class. They all talked of 
voluntary agreements, change of heart, propaganda and practical carrying out of social plans, 
personal inventive actions, small experiments expanding into society-wide activity. 
Marx thought that it would be impossible to bring about socialism by such means. 
 
Socialism after Marx 
Revolutionary socialism: Many early socialists believed that socialism could only be introduced by 
the revolutionary overthrow of the existing political system, and accepted that violence would be an 
inevitable feature of such a revolution.  
- One of the earliest advocates of revolution was the French socialist Auguste Blanqui (1805–81). 

He proposed the formation of a small band of dedicated conspirators to plan and carry out a 
revolutionary seizure of power. 

- The first successful socialist revolution took place in 1917, when a dedicated and disciplined 
group of revolutionaries, led by Lenin and the Bolsheviks, seized power in Russia. 

- Whereas liberals believe the state to be a neutral body, responding to the interests of all citizens 
and acting in the common good, revolutionary socialists have viewed the state as an agent of 
class oppression, acting in the interests of ‘capital’. 

- In the post-1945 period, many national liberation movements embraced the ‘armed struggle’, in 
the belief that colonial rule could neither be negotiated nor voted out of existence. For example: 
a) Chinese Revolution of 1949 led by Mao Zedong. 
b) Vietnamese national unity was achieved in 1975 after a prolonged war fought first against 

France, and subsequently against the USA. 
- Revolution had the advantage that it allowed the remnants of the old order to be overthrown and 

an entirely new social system to be constructed. 
- However, the revolutionary ‘road’ was also associated with a drift towards dictatorship and the 

use of political repression. 
 
Evolutionary socialism: Gradual advance of political democracy, extension of the franchise (the right 
to vote) to the working classes, rise in wages and living standards, etc shifted the attention of 
socialists away from violent insurrection and persuaded them that there was an alternative 
evolutionary, democratic or parliamentary road to socialism.  
- The Fabian Society formed in 1884, took up the cause of parliamentary socialism in the UK. 
- The Fabians took their name from the Roman General Fabius Maximus, who was noted for the 

patient and defensive tactics he had employed in defeating Hannibal’s invading armies. 
- Fabians were led by Beatrice Webb (1858–1943) and Sidney Webb (1859–1947), and also included 

intellectuals such as George Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells. 
- In their view, socialism would develop naturally and peacefully out of liberal capitalism via a very 

similar process. This would occur through a combination of political action and education. 
- Political action required the formation of a socialist party, which would compete for power 

against established parliamentary parties rather than prepare for violent revolution. For example, 
The Webbs were actively involved in the formation of the UK Labour Party. 

- They therefore accepted the liberal theory of the state as a neutral arbiter, rather than the 
Marxist belief that it is an agent of class oppression.  

- The Fabians also believed that elite groups, such as politicians of all parties, civil servants, 
scientists and academics, could be converted to socialism through education. 

- Fabian ideas also had an impact on the German Socialist Democratic Party (SDP), formed in 1875. 
- Lassalle had argued that the extension of political democracy could enable the state to respond 

to working-class interests, and he envisaged socialism being established through a gradual 
process of social reform, introduced by a benign state. Such ideas were developed more 
thoroughly by Eduard Bernstein. 
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Syndicalism: Inspired in part by Proudhon’s ideas, syndicalism developed at the end of the 19th 
century out of the French trade-union movement. “Syndicat” is the French word for trade union.  
- It was a significant force in Italy and Spain in the early 20th century until it was crushed by the 

fascist regimes in those countries. 
- The hallmarks of syndicalism were workers’ control and “direct action.” 
- Syndicalists such as Fernand Pelloutier distrusted both the state, which they regarded as an 

agent of capitalism, and political parties, which they thought were incapable of achieving radical 
change.  

- Their aim was to replace capitalism and the state with a loose federation of local workers’ groups, 
which they meant to bring about through direct action—especially a general strike of workers that 
would bring down the government as it brought the economy to a halt.  

- Georges Sorel elaborated on this idea in his Reflections on Violence (1908), in which he treated 
the general strike not as the inevitable result of social developments but as a “myth” that could 
lead to the overthrow of capitalism if only enough people could be inspired to act on it. 

 
Guild socialism: It is related to syndicalism but nearer to Fabianism in its reformist tactics.  
- It was a english movement that attracted a modest following in the first two decades of the 20th 

century.  
- It was inspired by the medieval guild, an association of craftsmen who determined their own 

working conditions and activities. 
- Theorists such as Samuel G. Hobson and G.D.H. Cole advocated the public ownership of 

industries and their organization into guilds, each of which would be under the democratic 
control of its trade union. 

- The role of the state was less clear: some guild socialists envisioned it as a coordinator of the 
guilds’ activities, while others held that its functions should be limited to protection or policing.  

- In general, however, the guild socialists were less inclined to invest power in the state than their 
Fabian compatriots. 

If socialism has a future, it may well lie in some form of market socialism. Market socialism promises 
neither the utopia of the early socialists nor the brave new world that Marx and his followers 
envisioned as the fulfillment of history. But it does promise to promote cooperation and solidarity 
rather than competitive individualism, and it aims at reducing, if not eliminating, the class divisions 
that foster exploitation and alienation.  
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